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"I came across a quote from the painter

Mondrian. I don't have the exact quote but I
remember the little snippet of it that hit me.
He said: 'Pure vitality is the true content o f
art'. I think o f pure vita1ity.a~our livingness
o n a cellular level.''
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"Skinner Releasing Joan Skinner: When 1 first started to rry to teach wharl was find-

-rechnique isan innovative approach
t o dance training- ing after working alone for about three years. 1 tvas ar the Uni..
-,
verslv of Illinois. I was teaching a freshman dance major. Marsha
developed by Joan Skinner i n the early 1960s. I n 1966Paludan was my teaching assistant. Mary Fulkerson, John
67 Joan's teaching at the
Of Illinois
'pawned Rolland, Nancy Topf and Pam Matt were in the dance .program
rowth
the g
Of what was to become several forms Of in other classes. Mary Fulkerson was in my Composition class.
-

I

'release work.' As these new techniques spread across She has reminded me that she asked me to teach them what I
has been a popular
was giving in the freshman class, which I apparentl!.did in some
form.
I did this work for only one year before
t e r m in diverse approaches to dance training, there
leaving and going to the University of Washington to teach. It
a need
attach her surname to the work she was an amazing year because I was discovering as I went along
continued to develop, i n order to preserve its identity and that process ofdiscovery just changed theway the class structhe country, and since

and to give its unique emphases a recognizable name. tured itself. Musicians appeared as if out of nowhere and began
skinner ~

~
~

~l(or SRT) utilizes
~
~
toh~
improvise ~with
~ the class
i iand it was
~ ~
just really~electrifvingwhat
~
~
we were finding. When I left after that one year, Marsha Paludan
image-guided floorwork to ease tension and promote
called me to say that Mary, John, Nancy and Pam wanted to conan eff~rtk?SS
kind of movingr integrated with
tinuethis work with her and theywondered how Ifeltabout their
of the whole self. Tactile exercises are used to give the continuing. I said b u t of course,
By the
imagery immediate kinaesthetic effect; spontaneous way, the students in the freshman class are the ones who coined

-
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i

I

movement isfrequently evoked by imagery and the word Releasing. I must have been sayingwe're releasing this
and we're r e l e a ~ i n gth2t2r.d sn :hey coined ~tthe Releasing techmovement studies. SRT srnc~t"!!, intecjraies
nique. The group with Marsha continued to work together and
growth with creative process. a t some point they all worked with Barbara Clark, who was in
Through the 1970s. Releasing technique was taught her eighties then a n d living right there in Urbana, Illinois.
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by Joan and the American Contemporary Dance Barbara Clark's work comes from MabelTodd and it is moreana-

company,primarily
inseattle, washington.
-

~h~ tomical In focus. Then they went out. each on his own o r her
own, although I think they became quite a network; they stayed
W U I K Lurlurlues 10 u e Laugnt ano pracr~ced
today, deeply
connected to each other. They called the work that they were doinfluencing many contemporary movement artists.'
ing release work and I continue to call what 1 do Releasing be- from the preface to "Releasing Dance: Interview cause it just seems to be more in process, to have a more dynamic
with Joan Skinner" by Stephanie Skura,
contact ~

~

connotation.
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work by some publications. I'm hearing the term ideokinesis eve-

rywhere here too so I think it's become broader as a term than
leaching tour' 'Onducting workshops a n d classes in the w o r k of Zweigard an d T o d d These te r ms seem to have bevarious centres throughout New Zealand and Australia. come generic. ~~t I think it9sgoad to make a distinction beThe following interview was recorded in tween my work a n d release a n d ideokinesis. The term
~

:i

But the word release work is just

1990~ everywhere
~ and 1 notice
t that even
~ my work~here is called
l release ~

Last year Joan Skinner undertook a two month long

!-!
,

~injuty 1994.
l
ideokinesis,
b
as you
~ probably ~
know, comes~ from Lulu ~Zweigard's ~
work and she was also a student of Todd. Her book is called Human Movement Potent~al:its ideokineticfacilitat~onand I think that's
where the t e r k originated. People have found different ways of
working with ideokinesis but by and large it is anatomically
based, the imagery is anatomically based.
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used to say to you all the time back in those days was "pull up,
grip, hold on." Some still say this, I know, but many do not now.
But this was it, pull up, over and over, and hold on and grip and
pull up and hold on and I wondered how you could do that, pull
up and grip and hold on and breathe as I thought nature intends
that we be able to breathe. SO I would take apart things from class
that I just wanted to work on. Even though I was dancing at the

R
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time with Graham and Cunningham there just was something in
me that needed to do this, or wanted to do this. And I can't help
but think that that teacher way back planted some seeds, even
though I didn't remember at the time anything about that. Then
there was the classical thing of the injury during a brutal tour, a
gruesome tour, an injury that would not seem to heal if I wanted
to go back into dancing. This was around 1954.
A musician friend told me about the Alexander technique and there were only three teachers in the coun-

Fh

tech iq"

men of 'the

g

try at the time and no other dancer as far as I know had stumbled
onto this. I went to see her to see if she would give me a lesson

Elizabeth Oempster: You've led a very rich pro- and she didn't want to take me on because she said dancers are

fessional life, a s a dancer with Martha Graham and Merce too setin theirways- which theywere then. But Ipersuaded her
Cunningham, a s a choreographer, an improvisor, and an educator. to try me and J worked off'and on for a year o r two, I can't re-

I would be interested to hear how your discovery of the effective- member exactly how long, but it made sense to me. It made it
ness of imagery came about. Was your development of the Releas- possible for me to dance because it had that sort of multi-direcing technique prompted by the demands of a particular sector of tional thing in the body which is the opposite of what you're
that dancing life, by issues that arose in dancing or in choreograph- trained to do. You know you're trained to pull everything in, you
ing for example?

Well the imagery part pull into your centre, you pull everything, and this was just the

came late, that came late. As a very young child I had my first opposite of that and it took all the pressure off the injury, and
dancing lessons with a woman who was teaching interpretive made it possible for me to learn how to dance again. I could
dance. She had studied at ColombiaTeachers' College with Mabel dance, and so I thought it was marvellous. But I didn't study it to
Todd so her class certainly had something about it that made you the extent that some dancers are studying it today. Some dancers
experience moving organically, and she used images for children. are really making it their life practice and are even learning how
Ofcourse as I grew up I forgot all about that. I started studying to teach it and so on. I just took some lessons and thought this
my Graham and my Cunningham and my ballet work but some- makes sense.

When I left New York I was

thing prompted me to start questioning some of these ways of still teaching traditional classes and choreographing, performworking with the body. Or rather I think that I really just wanted ing, and taking class, mostly ballet classes. Again something
to have time outside the class to work on the body itself.

prompted me to stop taking class and to work alone and I worked

I was in my five flight walk up apartment alone for three years. What I was doing. I thought at the time,
in Greenwich Village and I went out and got an old banister and was applying the Alexander principles to a ballet barre mainly
set it up across an alcove with a mirror on that wall and a mirror because that was so logical. 1 mean it's difficult to work on prinon this wall s o I could give myself a barre and see the back and ciples with a Graham contraction, but standing there just doing
the front or the three-quarter angles at the same time. I kept a a plie, you can work on something. So I started out applying the
little notebook and I would ask myselfquestions. What teachers Alexander principles, where I could take my time, where I didn't

u
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have to keep up with the pace of the class. 1 didn't want to go
through this gripping, holding anywhere; I wanted to find the
multi-directional balance. So I would wobble around on my
standing leg and fall and wobble around and fall and get back
on. Then the structure of the barre broke down and I just worked
Itinaesthetically. It was at that point that the images started to
come. Everything just broke down into another level altogether
of working. And yet after three years I did go back into a fast
ballet class and had a wonderful time.
When I went to the University ofIllinois and was to teach a traditional modern dance class I knew that I had to bring some of
this understanding to how the students were learning their technique. The images came a s the metaphor for whatever
kinaesthetic experience I wanted them to have. I saw how powerfully they responded to the imagery and that gave me the energy and courage to continue. Pretty soon the traditional class

[The Releasing da ncerl
Traditional dance tech-

brokedown because I'd say well let's go across the floor now but niques a s they are commonly understood are oriented towards the
some people would just stay on the floor working; they weren't

achievement of particular, already determined o~!tcomss. I don't

g o i ~ gto leave the image because something was going on, they get the impression that the Releasing process is governed by prewerelearning something, somethingwas happening to them. So dictable outcomes in that way.

I was thinking in

that changed, that broke down the format of class to where it form or technical skill?
just became a non-linear structure.

In terms of

Then terms of technical skill and the question of form is another. It seems

you're dealingwith pure energy and I feel that energy has its own to me that Releasing is an unfol.ding process, a practice that one is
form, organic to its primal source and that's what I'm interested engaged in, irrespective of a particular set of outcomes.
That's right, it becomes an ongoing

in. That's maybe what is not recognisable yet when you see it in

practice, yes. But people who have trained in it develop some of

movement. But some people do see it.
Why is it difficult to perceive?

Well for one the same skills; they develop a deeper plie, flexibility in the hip,

thing it's quick, the changes are very quick in the dancing and extensions, speed, fluidiy, all of these things, but not through
mercurial and complex, the phrasing is complex. There are few, the means of a particular codified set of sequences ofmovement
if any, repeats. I would get so excited when I'd see it happening, which is designed to develop those things. I like to think of it as
but then I would talk to colleagues who came from Cunningham

dance that underlies dance forms, all dance forms, and that it can

or Graham who couldn't see it at all; they couldn't see it and I therefore, hopefully, be applied. One is available to learn any
realised that there's a big difference here, a big difference. I do dance form, that's what I like to think is possible with it. But it
be seen, for t h a t t o be realized.

think that process has its own form, and I'm happy to find, or to t a k e s t i m e for t h a t

LO

stumble on, the work ofthe new physicists who believe that even

For instance, there's a colleague of mine

chaos has order. This is an order that we may not perceive yet. who has worked with me for about twenty years now, Robert
In dance we tend to think o f processes (Bob) Davidson. He's taken Releasing airborne into low flying
leading to product and of course choreographers use processes trapeze work and he has his own company now and does this
in this way. They use the processes of improvisation to find a choreography around trapeze work in a very unique way. When
choreographic idea, to find a form. But I am talking about look- we had a school, we had a company and we developed a perform-
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cially to Bob because he was really the finest model of what the what kind of form it has. I mean it's not out there in the world
work can become technically. They would come backstage and where it can be perceived, although perhaps I haven't seen
they would say to him, where are you studying? Where are you enough of what others are doing in terms of performance.
getting your ballet class, come now, just quit the kidding, you've

But for instance in relation to training, I

got to be moonlighting and taking a ballet class somewhere.

understood when I was in Amsterdam that the release work, they

Because they perceived what? a degree of called it, which was a requirement in the school (Eds: the School
articulation, a certain clarity, line?

Yes, for New Dance Development) at that time for the first two years,

technical brilliance and the kind of spiral thing in the body that did not lead to movement but was just mainly concerned with
occurs in the ballet; the ballet works in spirals, from the foot all freeing the body and alignment. When the movement came in, it
the way through the torso, through the head.

would be whatever each choreographer would be doing.
So there was an ideal projected of a per-

But it takes time just as anything does;

it takes time to have that work through the body and become fectly aligned dancing body that wou1.d be created through the procdance. Although I haven't any sense of how much time or any- ess?

That is an ideal, that is a possible

thing like that. As the work becomes more effective, as we find goal, but again you didn't see it evolve, you didn't see the release
more effective ways of teaching it, it seems to take less time. But process evolve into performance.
I don't know ofanyone, as far as my work is concerned. who has

continued to develop it into a performance form. What they usually do is just take it into their own dance practice, whatever
they're interested in. There are dancers in New York who study
this work and study it with me every year when i go there and
they say that they use it directly in their own work and some of
their work is very high impact. I've seen it and it's just crashing,
you know, they crash into the floor or crash into each other, crash
into walls. So that's another thing. They say they couldn't do that
without the Releasing, but they're not examples of Releasing
dance you see.

It's an intricate and inter-

esting issue isn't it, that relationship between training and performance.

Well, the traditional training has
the form already there. You're learning form, it's there and you

see it. It becomes your model and you keep working with the body
until it can conform to that form. You have the outer thing already. We've spent years developing our performance form of im-

[The Releasing aesthetic]

,,

the

provisation with musicians and the dancers, and to me when our Dance Festivals (held at Dartington College, UK) in the early 1980s
performance goes well and they're really dancingwell I see form, Mary Fulkerson, John Rolland, Nancy Topf and Marsha Paludan all
I see shaping, because that's whatwe worked at, how to do this. presented solo concerts. It was possible over a couple of years to
But it is so different from the look o f a codified form, contempo- s e e the work of that whole group of people who had begun their
rary dance or ballet, because 1 think it's largely coming from en- practice of releasing dance with you. There was some kind of
ergy, from a release o f energy. So i t d o e s n ' t look like a commonality in movement, a particular quality which I perceived
Cunningham or a Graham or

...

Does it in their dancing: It might not have been what they held to be at the

look like Releasing though?
Yes it does, core of their performing or certainly their choreographing, but there
they say that it does. But ifsomeone comes to see it who is look- was a lightness, a silvery, effervescent, Light quality in their moving for the other thing, they might not see it, they might not see ing, and they all seemed to do that or have that.
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a s well.

Did you say silvery?

I t seems as if some of the new

Yes, silvery, a s if it was hardly there, and work is really going in that direcrion ofhard edge and speed. It
soft. That seemed to be something that was privileged, that was might be an expression of the times, this current sort of frenzy,
highly valued. They're very different people, very different artists, it might be expressing something.

But a s

and yet there was that distinctive quality In their moving. you were saying earlier the Releasing process doesn't necessarily

I

Yes, I think that is there, that seems to produce just those qualities of softness and lightness does it?
No, no. Not at all. but I think it still has a

have become a characteristic. Some of this work gets into high

energy and very sudden movement, sudden explosive movement, little different lookand I think it's because, at least in this work,
but underneath it all is a kind of fluidity in the movement. When one of our principles is to allow 'it' to move, allow something to
I was in New Zealand I heard for the first time the word 'soft', move, to be released and allow the power to be released. When
'soft techniques', and I laughed. Maybe I'm just out of the loop the power is released through the body it has a little different
so I don't know what some of these terms are that people have look than when you are making the power as you move. But you
broughtalong, but 'soft techniques;' I haven't heard that before. know, it hasn't been seen in the dance world and our company
I think that may have started with Eric Hawkins or something in didn't continue because ...

Yes, I was go-

his work but I thought that was funny to characterise them in ing to ask you about the company.
that way. But maybe it's true.

Well l think

that's a misunderstanding or it's an identification of a whole evolving process with a certain stage in which those qualities might be
encouraged, especially if someone's been involved in a very brittle
sort of practice. But it's powerful stuff you're working with and it
would seem to me that it's no? necessarily always going to produce
a gentle quality. It's not going to do that.
No, no, but one has t o go through

I

stages, as you k n o ~ :ofletting go offixity in order to allow some-

1

thing to transform. And so there is that stage of letting go and

I

i

allowing, as I speak ofit, and sometimes people get the miscon-

I

ception that this is a relaxation technique and I hasten to say that

i

it's not, Releasing is not relaxation but that that is a stage to go

I

through. Once you're available to the Releasing process, then

1

you're releasing energy and power.
Ironically, softness could become a kind of fixity in itself, a sort of
aesthetic fixity, a stylistic habit.

[Releasing into performance]

I think years, we had a studio, in factwe had two lo\~elyspaces overlook-

there are two possible issues here. One is that the softness can ing the waterfront. We were fortunate to have it for a few years

.

I

ern culture, hasn't embraced softness a s a virtue and we're not tripled the rent overnight and we had to give up those spaces and
necessarily thrilled by it on stage unless it's a limpid moment in our school for the time being. Meanwhile our dancers had

i

a pas de deux, a romantic moment or whatever. But otherwise it reached the point where they were starting their own families
would seem as if audiences and critics in the west really want to and we just didn't have a school where there would be more com-

\1

-

see dynamic movement. And there is the whole work ethic that ing along so we just turned our attention to other things. So I
we experience in the states, I don't know if you do here. don't think it's been seen. What that potential could be 1 don't
If the dancing doesn't look like it's diffi- think has been seen anywhere in the dance world because itwould

cult, hard work it's not valued? Yes I think that is true of Australia take time to develop.

And you worked

I
1

become a fixed thing and the other is that our culture, our west- and then that area went into a steep recession and the landlord
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principally in improvisation? That's how it evolved over time? public performance and they were able to do it, they were able to
But we didn't continue with that
That's how it evolved. When I first went do that.
to the University of Washington, there was a group of dancers because we weren't in a school any more, we didn't have people
growing with the work, who wanted to perform. I was choreo- coming along. Robert has taken it into his own form of trapeze
graphing then, but as the work evolved improvisation became work but that way of performing never really fully realised itself
an organic, integral part of it. It just becomes that in the class- because right after I tried that one piece we stopped. After we
room. So the dancers said to me one day they didn'twant to dance performed those two performances our supportive colleagues
choreography any more. They wanted to improvise. Well, I was came backstage and said, well, when are you going to do it again?
relieved that I didn't have to choreograph because it did seem I said, I have no idea, I have no idea, but at least I learned from
like two different things going on. So then we just turned our this that it can be done. The question was will it become a form
focus to developing tools and exercises, studies for developing that people can perceive? Is it out there? And they felt it was. The
improvisation as a performance form and it did seem more or- people who came were very supportive and seemingly very exganic to the work.

k
h

e

m
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The last thing I tried cited. So there it is.

with the group was to conceive of a full length piece and to have
the shape of it in my mind and have it in sections and so I knew
what the content was. I had a conception for the costumes and
collaborated with the lighting designer and with the musician in
the development of the sound score. But instead ofchoreographing the exact movements I created an image cluster. I call them,
for each section. We worked for a year on this becsuse it was an
experiment to find out what would happen if they kept returning
to the same image.
We met twice a week
for a year and I found that they could return to that image and
that it would keep changing and keep evolving. Releasing creates a very different presence than the presence that you present
in a choreographed or even in an improvised form. We had been
performing improvisation but I felt to myself even then there's
something that breaks here, between the Releasing that we do to
prepare for a performance and then the performance. There's a
funny litrle shift that takes place there. The question became how

[Teaching, teacher certification and
g images] I've been going to New York

can I bridge this. When they're working from an image they're for about
really working in a kind of altered state.

10

I
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years every year teaching through Movement Re-

search, but it was after I decided to take early retirement so that

So the image was the bridge?

The image, I could have more time to do my own work that the travelling
focused on during performance, became the bridge, because and teaching started to happen more. Now I teach part time at
that's the way they work in class. But I'd never really tried to have the university for just two quarters and spend the third quarter
them work in that way within a performance and we found that travelling and we've always had our Summer Intensives where
they could. Then the question came, well can they do this in front people have come from all over. We've done that every year a t the
of others? So I just invited in some Releasers to a rehearsal and university and we continue to do that. It's only just three or four

found they could do it with Releasers. Then a few months later I years ago that I started teacher certification and I've only cominvited some Laban people who are colleagues and mutually sym- pleted two groups so far. So that's also been an investment of
pathetic and mutually supportive to see if the dancers could work time and energy.
in front ofthem and they could. So we worked our way towards a teacher certification program take?

And how long does the
Well

k

e
f

k
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it's for the introductorywork, for peoplewho have reached a cer- for more advanced work. Initially the images are more accessitain level ofunderstanding in the Releasingwork. It's asixweek ble and then they become more complex, more sophisticated.
process which is very packed; it could easily be extended. Dur- The ability for an image to have an impact on a human being
ingthe Summer Intensives they observe the teaching in the morn- grows with the doing, so it becomes more accessible and more
ingworkand then they have afternoon seminars. They have prac- powerful as one goes along.

I a m curious

tical sessions with the partner graphics (that's the tactile work about the distinction between an image action and a totality image.
Oh I can give you a distinction between

thatwe do) and they have a lot ofreading, writing and sound and

voice work; because I think that a big part of the class is how the those. Remember that everything is prepared for the image and
images are presented into the space. The class is shaped by where we don't just leap into it. Physically and in every way we have
the musical sounds go in and out, where the voice goes in and step by step ways of preparing. But an example o f a n image acout and there are periods of silence. An image cluster is given

tion would be: starting out with breath; the breath moves very

after students have been taken step by step on the floor to be much like the sea, it ebbs and flows like the sea, the seaofbreath
available to an image. I liken the image clusters to haiku just and the whole self can melt into the breath and float in it. Then
because they're briefand poetic and hopefully they send out some the bones begin to soften, as they are floating they soften into
kind of resonance or reverberation. So the way in which they're sea sponges. They've already been given this area in the solar
presented is important.

So there's a con-

cern for the whole aural environment of the class?

plexus as a space and so that area becomes a nest of sea sponges
and the legs trail from that nest high in the solar plexus a s long,

Yes, yes. It is important. Preparing a willowyfern.

So this becomes the dance,

in. :

sition. It takes time to prepare and the music that we lise :n':cs a and the legs trailing iiom the nest of sea sponges, high in the

ar.
in1

lot of research, finding and then selecting for a given moment in solar plexus a s long, willowy fern. That is an image action. There

wE

the class.

So there will be some things that might be inner stillness with it for quite a long time but then

ti1

they do begin to move and you can see the change in the way

th.

ers that will be appropriate for other parts of a class? Would you their legs are functioning. An example of an introductory total-

th

ity image would be that the whole selfis floating in a pool, a crys-

hs

Yes, well the image clus- tal clear pool and some areas of the pool are shallow and others

h:

ters are o f different kinds. There are kinds that foster deeper are deep. Then the whole self begins to merge with the pool,

to

states ofstillness, and deeper experiencing and there are others blend with the pool, so that the outer edges o f us become the

SF

that are designed for higher energy releasing. Then we have im- outer edges of the pool and a new moon is reflected there. So

irr

age actions, I call them. We also have a category in this work that does not suggest movement.

called totalities, totality images, and that is the kind of image do the images come from? You mentioned earlier that the images

PC
in

where the whole selfsubmerges, and reallywhen the image takes, first came to you intuitively or organically as you worked alone and

th

they (the dancerslstudents) just totally blend with the image and later you used images in teaching to convey kinaesthetic experi-

TI

become the image. It becomes real, another reality, not an im- ence; the image functioned a s a kinaesthetic metaphor. Have the

bc

aginary one but another reality. So there seems to be a kind of images you draw upon changed much over time or is there a body

th

step by step process, a check list we call it, that is part of the of images which continues to be resonant and that you tend to re-

lo

There is a body of images that
letting go and allowing process. Then the image cluster is given turn to?
and that can be an image action which leads into movement or we return to. But the work itself keeps evolving- and the images

it.

into a deeper state.

I can give you an ex- evolve with it. Right now I'm working on the Ongoing material

fo

ample o f a n image that we do a t the introductory level. We have trying to get it ready for the teachers. I have to pull the Ongoing

th

class is like a composition; the shape o f a class is like a compo- the dance ofthe bones floating as soft, moist, warm, sea sponges

are going to facilitate the kind of letting go part and there are 0th-

also have sound for when people are introduced to an image cluster for example?

Where

roughly three levels of the work - there's the introductory and material out o f 2 5 years of notebooks and I am trying to get that

F

then what we call ongoing, which goes on until someone's ready ready. So it's partially just my own work but it's always connected

'
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to a principle of some kind. It's not just poetic cloud-nine stuff. have experienced it and in fact I say to the teachers that I train, if
Not that you can spell out exactly what the principle is; well you you're not living it, don't teach it. Ifyou're not practising it as a
can, but at a given moment that may not be possible. There's so practice it in your life, don't teach it because it's a living, breathmany facets to this. It's not linear of course s o the way in which ing process and as you're teaching you're releasing a s you're
one grows in it is in a non-linear way and I liken it to a web-like teaching. Not that you're going into the floor and giving yourprocess. Each facet of the class beconles an aspect of that web. self the work but you are in a releasing state as you're teaching.
Maybe I can give you another example.

Yes, you w e r e talking earlier about the

They might experience somethingwith a partner graphic of some importance of the voice and it would seem to m e that if you are not
kind of floating of the skull while seeing the spaces open, space in that releasing state as you speak or describe the image it's not
inside the base of the skull, deep behind the eyes, o r the dome going to resonate. You w i l l not communicate the experience.
Well then it becomes academic. Nothing

spaces of the skull; we have all kinds of spaces. So they might be

receiving some kind of tactile experience on their feet with a part- wrong with academic but this is something else, something else.
ner or sometimes on the floor, and then I might give a poetic In fact some people who studied the work before I did any teacher
image for the skull. There's a n image that has to do with a whole training would take it and teach it and would begin to bring analot of spaces in the inner landscape becoming like dark caves and tomical things into it, you know, they'd bring in pictures and
if for instance we've been freeing the arms and the shoulder and graphs and s o on and I felt that that broke the flow of the class.
the skull - I like to work with both sometimes because they're s o The student gets the principles a s we go along but it's always
intimately related - then the skull becomes the moon and the done within the ongoing context of the class. I liken the whole
arms become streams flowing around the moon. It just takes it class to a dance in a way s o to stop and think about things in that
into another context but they're connected, they're related to what way, using the intellect in that way, gets in the way of experiencwe have been lusiworking will:. Or we rnighc t t . doing some tac- ing it.
tile work along the spine and I'll give a n image at the same time
that's it's like electrical impulses travelling on the spine and out
through the arms. And we have gossamer threads between the
hands and they become activated also, s o that there are ways of
having higher energy things going on. I can't think right off the
top of my head o f a n image that has people just exploding in the
space and I'd have to see if I can think o f one. Yes - there is the
image that the whole selftransforms into a configuration ofserpentine spines. Serpentine energy releases its power - no warning! But those images still come out of something o n the floor
that has taken them to another level.
There was one person in the weekend workshop here in Melbourne who said that she could feel her legs transforming with
the image but that ifshe started to move then they would start to

[Perceiving Releasing]

when yo, were talking

lose it, s o what should she do? and I said, well you just stay with earlier about the tGality image and the sense that the dancer has
it, you just stay with it and let it do its work organically. Eventu- of becoming the image, of merging with it, it occured to m e that
ally it will lead to movement and you won't lose it, it will be there something similar is happening when one is witnessing the Refor you. It is a growing process.

What i s leasing process in another person. There is perhaps a very subtle

the role o f the teacher in that process, h o w do you s e e that? way of perceiving this process in another person which entails a

Well I have thought o f the role o f the kind of merging. Or a better way of expressing that might be to
teacher as a catalyst and o f course guide. To teach it one must speak of tuning, tuning to the image and to the dancer.
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Yes, 1 think thatwould be justwonderful.
Well that seemed to be what you were de-

scribing when you were talking about teaching and the teacher's
role and function i n Releasing. Perhaps what occurs within the
parameters of a class cannot be unproblematically transferred to
a performance situation but this kind of interaction seemed to me
to be precisely what you were describing. When you are watching
someone and the process is working, you are in there with it; your
energies and your attention are supporting and augmenting the
dancer's process.

exchange ofenergy.

Oh yes, oh yes. It's an
And in that exchange

between a watcher and a performer the person watching has a
crucial role. Their attention is productive; it does something, i t has
an effect upon the experience.

I think so,

I think so, because I think that an audience affects a performance. Also I think that in performance the Releasingdz~lccrsstart
picking up on each other on another level. Without evec watching each other they're picking up in some way. There is a heightened state of immediacy in their dancing and 1 think an audience can perceive that. Therc's a word that I've used about what,

ideally, the Releasing dancer becomes physically. They are almost
in a state of transparency and when I am watching that it's almost a s if I have X-Ray vision. I sometimes jokingly say in class
that I'm watchingwhat's going on with X-Ray vision and that's a
little joke but...

Like all jokes it has some

truth i n it?

T h c a I l t a f l

being in motion:

non stylized-rr

